IN PARTNERShip with the embassies of vietnam and

and with

Le mois de

la Francophonie
en Thaïlande à l’

PROGRAMME | EXHIBITIONS, SCREENINGS, concertS, performances, GAMES...
28 february, 18:00

19 march, 19:00 | free upon reservation

screening, talk, exhibition, reception | belgium

Baroque concert | france

Ensuring Justice for Survivors of Sexual Violence (in
English, in partnership with UN Women), screening
of «The man who mends women» in the presence of
the co- scriptwriter Colette Braeckman

«Baroque Experience» choreographed by Jitti Chompee
under the musical direction of Michaël Cousteau, with
the students of the Princess Galyani Vadhana Institute
of Music

3 march, 19:00 | free upon reservation

21 march, La Fête de la Francophonie
		 09:30 - 11:30 | free

concert | switzerland
Pêcheurs de rêves

		sEminar | ThaIland

«Women in Focus» by Ploy Phutpheng

		«The French language: an Asset in a Connected
World» by the Thai Ministry of Foreign Affairs with
the support of the Franco-Thai Business Forum

10 march, 19:00

		 fun activities | participating countries

5 march, 19:00 (opening) > 10 April | free

photo exhibition | france

		 11:00 - 16:00 | free

film screening | Romania

		 17:00 - 18:00 | free

«Live» by Vlad Paunescu

		theatre | FrAnce

film screening | canada

		«Brèves de Francophonie» by le Théâtre des Invités
(in French)

«Matthias and Maxime» by Xavier Dolan

24 march, 19:00 | free upon reservation

12 march, 18:00 (concert and opening) | free
exhibition until 31 march | free

Concert | luxembourg

11 march, 19:00 | free

Sascha Ley

classical concert, exhibition | Poland

26 march, 19:30

«Chopin, from Warsaw to Bangkok»

classical Concert | france/ThaIland

13 march, 19:00 (opening) > 31 march | free

«Paris in Spring» by Pro Musica under the musical
direction of Hikotaro Yazaki

exhibition | Mexico
«La Maquina» by Francisco Limon

27 march, 19:00 | free

18 march, 18:00

FILM Screening | luxembourg

FILM Screening| MOrocCo

«The Swallows of Kabul» by Zabou Breitman et Éléa
Gobbé-Mévellec

«Rough Hands» by Mohamed Asli

information: afthailande.org/cultural-events
02 670 42 31

CULTURE@AFTHAILANDE.ORG

FOLLOW #LAFRANCOPHONIETHAILANDE

www.afthailande.org
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